New On Video & DVD
Sabrina The Teenage Witch Season 5 Being a teenager is hard enough without any supernatural intervention, but life becomes a lot more complicated for 16-year-old Sabrina (Melissa Joan Hart) when she
learns she is half-witch, half-mortal. With the help of her aunts and fellow witches, Hilda and Zelda
(Caroline Rhea and Beth Broderick), as well as a wisecracking cat named Salem, Sabrina learns how to
use her magical powers while navigating the usual pitfalls of adolescence with charming aplomb. In
season 5 Teen witch Sabrina (Melissa Joan Hart) leaves her worrywart aunts (Caroline Rhea and Beth
Broderick) behind for her first year of college, but that doesn't stop them from keeping tabs on their
spellbinding niece in the magical series' fifth year. Meanwhile, Sabrina nurses wounds from losing her
first love (Nate Richert), and Josh (David Lascher) woos Morgan Cavanaugh (Elisa Donovan). Soleil
Moon Frye joins the cast as one of Sabrina's roommates. Disc 1 includes the following episodes:
"Every Which Way But Loose," "Double Time," "Heart Of The Matter," "You Can't Twin," "House of
PJ's," "The Halloween Scene," "Welcome Traveler" and "Some Of My Best Friends Are Half-Mortals."
Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Lost @ C," "Sabrina's Perfect Christmas," "My Best Shot,"
"Tick-Tock Hilda's Clock," "Sabrina's New Roommate," "Making The Grade," "Love Is A Many
Complicated Thing." Disc 3 disc includes the following episodes: "Sabrina, The Muse," "Beach
Blanket Bizarro," "Witchright Hall," "Sabrina, The Activist," "Do You See What I See," "Sabrina's Got
Spirit" and "Finally!" Paramount/CBS
Friday The 13th The Series Second Season This spooky series gets its start when an antiques dealer
makes a deal with the devil to sell cursed relics. When the dealer backs out of the pact and dies, his
niece Micki (Louise Robey), her cousin Ryan (John D. LeMay), and ex-magician Jack Marshak (Chris
Wiggins) join forces to track down the evil wares before they do harm. Usually they're too late and
must pry the objects out of the hands of owners addicted to their homicidal dolls, wish-granting pens,
and killer teacups. In the supernatural mystery series' sophomore season, street-smart Johnny Ventura
(Steve Monarque) teams with Micki (Louise Robey) and Ryan (John D. LeMay) in their endless quest
to track down the cursed relics of Lewis Andredi, who forged an unholy alliance with Satan. Joined by
ex-magician Jack Marshak (Chris Wiggins), the gang pursues -- among other things -- a voodoo mask,
John Wilkes Booth's makeup case, vampire bees and a hexed camera. Disc 1 includes the following
episodes: "Doorway To Hell," "The Voodoo Mambo," "And Now The News" and "Tails I Live, Heads
You Die." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Symphony In B#," "Master of Disguise," "Wax
Magic," "Read My Lips" and "13 O'Clock." Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Night Hunger,"
"The Sweetest Sting," "The Playhouse," 'Eye of Death" and "Face of Evil." Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "Better Off Dead," "Scarlet Cinema," "The Mephisto Ring" and "A Friend To The End."
Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "The Butcher," "Mesmer's Bauble," "Wedding In Black" and
"Wedding Bell Blues." Disc 6 includes the following episodes: "The Maestro," "The Shaman's
Apprentice," "The Prisoner" and "Coven of Darkness." Paramount/CBS
Daniel's Daughter Laura Leighton stars as Katherine, a successful New York magazine editor who is
about to marry a wealthy businessman in what is set to be the biggest society event of the year. When
her estranged father dies and she finds that his last request was for her to spread his ashes in her tiny
Massachusetts hometown. So Katherine reluctantly leaves her job and wedding planning to handle the
annoyance, bringing along her tireless assistant for support. Once there, she begins to learn that there
may have been more to her father than she believed, and that there may be more for her in life that
what she thought she wanted. Stars: Laura Leighton, Sebastian Spence. Genius
Redemption A Mile From Hell A genre busting Western where there is no law, no good guys; only the
bad and the worse. Frank Hardin (Dustin James) is no stranger to the unlawful west, he is a killer.
However, because of a tragic event, he must battle his own worst enemy, Hell couldn't be much worse.
North American Entertainment
Shaun the Sheep: Back in the Baaath Shaun, Bitzer and the gang seek out the finer things -- a relaxing bath, a delectable pizza dinner and more -- in this collection of episodes from the nutty animated
series (made by the Oscar-winning creators of Wallace & Gromit). In "Bathtime," Shaun and company
say "bah" to the prospect of a freezing bath and devise a way to get some hot water. And in
"Takeaway," Shaun and his buddies journey into town in search of a good pizza. Lions Gate
Thomas & Friends: Railway Friends Thomas, Gordon, Percy and the gang keep busy with fun and
adventure on the island of Sodor in these six adventures from the beloved children's series -- now with
new, eye-popping CGI animation. Bonus materials in this exciting collection include a Laying Down
the Track puzzle, a Name That Train game, and a bonus episode of "Roary the Racing Car," a new,
revved-up series from the creators of Bob the Builder. Lions Gate
Imprint Native American prosecutor Shayla Stonefeather (Tonantzin Carmelo) returns to the reservation to visit her father. After hearing strange voices, she must confront the memories of her long-missing brother and a Lakota boy she convicted in a controversial trial. Shayla initially refuses to believe
there may be a supernatural connection, but soon realizes that she will have to listen to the ghostly
apparitions in this paranormal thriller. MTI
Rona Barrett's Hollywood: Nothing But The Truth Long before paparazzi pursued celebrities,
celebrities pursued iconic journalist Rona Barrett. Aside from moving into a 90210 zip code and invites
to glam parties, stars knew they had it truly made when "Miss Rona" knocked at their estate door. No
one has ever had more personal access to celebrities baring their souls, revealing their secrets, sharing
their dreams than Barrett. In a career spanning more than 30 years, Barrett is a true pioneer and innovator who left the television studio to conceive the "coffee cliché" style now embraced by other top journalists. When the famous (and infamous) opened up their homes to Barrett, the cameras faded to the
background and they were with an old friend. Infinity
Gospel Hill Angela Bassett and Danny Glover lead a celebrated cast including Julia Stiles, Adam
Baldwin and Giancarlo Esposito in this riveting tale about a decades-old murder mystery and a town
struggling to overcome the ghosts of its tormented past. In the town of Julia, prejudice is still an unspoken part of life thirty years after the assassination of a beloved civil rights leader. And his son, John
(Glover), has learned to live with the memory of the unsolved murder and the town's thin veneer of
peace. As dissension threatens to tear the community apart, an explosive revelation forces John to act...
and to choose between forgiveness and renewed hatred. Fox
Tales From The Darkside This 1980s anthology series boasted a shocking tale every week. Unnerving
synth lines and bare-bones production values were hallmarks of the syndicated program, which tended
toward supernatural plotlines but reluctantly admitted sci-fi and comedy into its uncanny netherworld.
Frequently, its material came adapted from horror's most popular authors, including Stephen King and
Clive Barker. And, in Twilight Zone fashion, it relished throwing a cruel twist at its characters by every
episode's end. This collection presents the show’s complete first season. Disc 1 includes the following
episodes: "Trick Or Treat," "The New Man," "I'll Give You A Million," "Pain Killer," "The Odds,"
"Mookie And Pookie," "Slippage" and "Inside The Closet." Disc 2 includes the following episodes:
"The Word Processor Of The Gods," "A Case Of The Stubborns," "Djinn, No Chaser," "All A Clone By
The Telephone," "In The Cards," "Anniversary Dinner," "Snip, Snip" and "Answer Me." Disc 3 This
disc includes the following episodes: "The Tear Collector," "Madness Room," "If The Shoes Fit…,"
"Levitation," "It All Comes Out In The Wash," "Bigalow's Last Smoke," "Grandma's Last Wish" and
"The False Prophet." Paramount
My Name Is Bruce Something evil is stirring in the small mining town of Gold Lick, and it's not
happy. Guan-di, the Chinese protector of the dead with a strange affinity for bean curd, has been awakened by reckless teenagers, and now his bloody crusade to wipe out the town's entire population can
only be stopped by one man - Bruce Campbell, B-move star and deadbeat ex-husband extraordinaire,
who's recruited to be their unwitting savior. Thinking the whole scenario's a publicity prank, Bruce is
distracted from his mission by a hot mom and fan boys aplenty but when our hero has to face off
against a dark force more fearsome than a Hollywood agent, the laughs and screams start flying! Image
Jet Li The Enforcer Leaving his young son (Miu Tse) behind in China, a secret agent (Jet Li) slips
undercover to pose as a member of a notorious gang in Hong Kong and bring down an infamous crime
lord. But his mission is compromised when a female inspector (Anita Mui) unmasks his true identity.
The plot thickens when the agent gets word that his son is in serious danger, prompting him to pull
double duty as a father and a formidable foe. Weinstein
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Body of Lies Leonardo DiCaprio fights terrorists for the CIA in this rapid-fire thriller from director
Ridley Scott. While Roger Ferris (DiCaprio) gets his hands dirty on the teeming Arab streets, his handler Ed Hoffman (Russell Crowe) watches from Washington via spy satellite, cheerfully giving bull-ina-china-shop style orders while picking up his kids from school. Innocent lives are lost, buildings blow
up, and the threat of winding up beheaded on the internet is always one move away. Lies is decked out
from front to back with fascinating bits of Arabic and espionage minutiae as it races along its wild mission to track down an elusive terrorist sect leader. Crowe has fun in his portly Southern-accented
Insider mode, while DiCaprio does his usual anguished moral suffering over the fate of individuals (To
Crowe's Hoffman, it's all just part of war and nobody's innocent). As the suave head of Jordanian intelligence, Mark Strong gives a scene-stealing, cobra-like performance that clashes beautifully with
Crowe's "ugly American" bullying. Warner
Quarantine chronicles the outbreak of a rabies-like disease in a Los Angeles apartment building and
the struggle of the unaffected residents to stay alive after the authorities trap them inside in an effort to
contain it. Equal parts Blair Witch Project and 28 Days Later, the film is presented through the eye of a
video camera, putting the audience in the middle of the action and creating a heightened level of intensity and realism. Television reporter Angela (Jennifer Carpenter) and her cameraman, Scott (Steve
Harris), are covering the goings-on at a firehouse for a program about night shift workers. As she
clowns around with two flirty firemen (Jonathan Schaech and Jay Hernandez), an alarm sounds, and a
truck is dispatched--with Angela and Scott on board---to an apartment building where an old woman
has seemingly lost her mind. The woman bites one of the firemen and is soon killed, but when more
tenants turn up with the same disorder, it's clear that a chain reaction is occurring. Unfortunately for
Angela and the rest of the uninfected residents, the authorities have quarantined the building---but she
and Scott continue to document the tragic and terrifying events inside the building as those inside are
one by one transformed into bloodthirsty monsters. Sony
Criss Angel Mindfreak 4th Season On his hit A&E series Mindfreak, master illusionist Criss Angel
appears to bend reality to his will as he performs amazing, death-defying feats. Master illusionist Criss
Angel kicks off the fourth season of his series by walking 200 feet on the surface Lake Mead -- the
world's largest man-made lake -- as crowds of unsuspecting bystanders and boaters watch with wonder.
Other spectacular season highlights include the maverick magician, with his death-defying methods,
attempt to escape a nine-story Miami condominium after rigging it with ticking explosives. Disc 1
includes the following episodes: "Walk on Lake," "Building Implosion Escape," "Skeptic," "Nail Gun,"
"Barrel Drop" and "Cremation." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Spirits of New Orleans,"
"Escape Over Bourbon Street," "Impenetrable," "Close Up," "Premonition" and "In Your Face." Disc 3
includes the following episodes: "Mindfreaking With the Stars," "Tronik," "Billionaire Prediction,"
"24-Hour Birthday Bash," "Car Wreck Vanish" and "Silverton Final Attempt. A&E
Protégé In this Hong Kong crime saga, a talented cop (Andy Lau) successfully infiltrates a dangerous
drug ring on an undercover mission and spends the better part of a decade climbing the underground
ladder from common drug runner to trusted associate. But he may be in too deep when the dying leader
of his mob family appoints him heir apparent. Co-starring Daniel Wu, this dramatic thriller will be
appreciated by viewers who love the crime opuses of Johnny To, Takeshi Miike, and the blockbuster
Infernal Affairs series (or its American remake, The Departed). Weinstein/Genius
Zack and Miri Make a Porno Zack (Seth Rogen) and Miri (Elizabeth Banks) have been platonic
friends for years. When they both find themselves in financial hot water, they hit upon the idea of making an adult film to bring in some easy money. But when "action" is called, these two friends discover
that unspoken feelings for each other may threaten the whole enterprise. Writer-director Kevin Smith
helms this comic look at the line between friendship and romance. Genius
Futurama: Into the Wild Green Yonder All the other galaxies will be green with envy! In this all-new
Futurama extravaganza, mankind stands on the brink of a wondrous new Green Age. But ancient forces
of darkness, three years older than time itself, have returned to wreak destruction. Even more shocking:
Bender's in love with a married fembot, and Leela's on the run from the law - Zapp Brannigan's law!
Fry is the last hope of the universe... so if you're in the universe, you might want to think about going
somewhere else. Could this be the end of the Planet Express crew forever? Say it ain't so, meatbag! Off
we go, Into the Wild Green Yonder! Fox
Picturing the Presidents Explore the National Portrait Gallery in Washington, D.C., where an arresting
array of presidential portraits tells a visual story of American history. Regardless of what they did in
office, these chiefs of state -- and their legacies -- are invariably remembered through the prism of
these paintings and photographs. The Smithsonian Channel guides viewers through this enthralling collection of history-making leaders. Infinity
American East Mustafa (Sayed Badreya), a widowed Egyptian immigrant who runs a popular Los
Angeles café while trying to find an acceptable suitor for his unmarried sister, must rethink his traditional values when he has the chance to open a restaurant with a Jewish partner (Tony Shalhoub). His
belief system is further shaken when his sister reveals that she's fallen in love with a handsome
American doctor who is not a Muslim Fox
Animal Planet Escape to Chimp Den Season One Animal Planet's series follows the heartwarming
and sometimes heartbreaking drama that unfolds as conservationist Eugene Cussons rescues captive
chimps and brings them to South Africa's Chimp Eden for rehabilitation so they can return to the wild.
In Season 1, patriarch Jao asserts his power; trouble erupts when Jinga is introduced to an established
group of adult chimps; and Cussons travels to war-torn Sudan to rescue five baby chimps. Disc 1
includes the following episodes: "Josephine: Race For Life," "Saving Sampa and Tony," "The Code of
Jao," "Trouble with Xena," "Angola Girls, Free at Last" and "Zac and Jinga: Mystery Chimps." Disc 2
This disc includes the following episodes: "A Rough Start for Jinga," "Eight Babies for Eugene,"
"Mission Chimpossible: Eugene's Choice," "The Rise of Cozi," "Baby Booming at Chimp Eden" and
"The New Order." Genius
Animal Planet Whale Wars This seven-part documentary series chronicles a heated 2007-2008 dialectic in which several nations argue over the whaling practices that affect global conservation issues. If
that sounds a little dry, watch just one episode of WHALE WARS: hostage situations nearly develop,
boats are almost capsized, alleged shootings occur, and all manner of visceral, political, and environmental strife breaks loose. All seven controversial episodes are included here. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Needle in a Haystack," "Nothing's Ideal," "International Incidents R Us" and "We
Are Hooligans." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Doors Slamming and Things Breaking,"
"Ladies First" and "Boiling Point." Genius
Closing The Ring Shirley MacLaine and Christopher Plummer star in Richard Attenborough's bittersweet tale of love, loss, promises and secrets. Fifty years after the death of her true love, Ethel Ann
(MacLaine) must finally grieve the painful past unearthed by a found ring. As daughter Marie (Neve
Campbell) struggles to understand her cold, alcoholic mother, Ethel Ann and Jack (Plummer) revisit
their shared past, and the aching promises made long ago are revealed. Genius
Gym Teacher: The Movie Christopher Meloni (Law & Order SVU) stars in this oddball family-friendly movie with a healthy dose of heart. Dave Stewie was once a promising athlete who represented
America at the Olympics in Seoul, but his ambitious performance wound up being an all-time blooperreel highlight. Now, as the beloved gym teacher at Hamm Lake Middle School, Dave has another
chance to go for the gold with the National Gym Class Fitness Competition. But with a borderline
insane principal (Amy Sedaris) yapping at him from one side and a cheating competitor (David Alan
Grier) trying to trip him from the other, it isn’t going to be easy. Sony
Palo Alto, Ca A High School Reunion Ben Savage (Boy Meets World), Johnny Lewis (The O.C.),
Justin Mentell (Boston Legal) and Aaron Ashmore (Smallville) are hometown buddies in hilarious pursuit of some action on their last night of college break. With Tom Arnold as an offbeat school bus driver and mentor, the guys turn their quiet suburban town upside down as they throw caution to the wind,
try to hook up with some hotties and kick some butt in this coming-of-age adventure. What happens,
they never could have predicted. What they learn will change their lives forever. Image

